**Syllabus Russian Elementary 1**


*Class and homework materials will be handed out at the end of every lesson and sent via email afterwards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Grammar content</th>
<th>Topic - vocabulary</th>
<th>Skills practised</th>
<th>Materials used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | - reflexive verbs  
- inanimate accusative | Daily routine | Speaking and listening | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 2    | - inanimate possessive and demonstrative pronouns | Music, Literature and Visual Arts | Speaking and listening | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 3    | - играть в + accusative (sports)  
- играть на + prepositional (musical instruments)  
- conjugation of verbs with suffixes -ова- / -ева- | Hobbies and Sport | Speaking, listening and reading | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 4    | - verb constructions: любить/уметь + infinitive  
- impersonal constructions: можно | Seasons and Free Time | Speaking, listening and reading | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 5    | - past tense  
- verbs of motion  
- relative pronoun который | Vacation | Speaking, listening and writing | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 6    | - genitive case with numerals  
- genitive case to express absence | Food and Drinks | Speaking and listening | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 7    | - genitive case to express possession  
- genitive case with quantity and measurement | Shopping | Speaking and listening | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 8    | - pre-assessment grammar revision  
- Vocabulary Revision | Pre-Assessment Vocabulary Revision | Speaking, reading and listening | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 9    | - written assessment  
- verbal aspect overview  
- verbal aspect in the past tense  
- verbal aspect in the consecutive action | Describing Past Activities | Reading and speaking | Tutor’s worksheets* |
| 10 | - the future tense overview  
- verbal aspect in the future tense  
- the perfective aspect of verbs of motion | Making Plans | Speaking and listening | Tutor’s worksheets* |